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PhotograPhy, increasingly, is an accessible art 
form. anyone with an iPhone can take some kind of photo, 
and often a pretty good one. at a glance, the distance 
between a passable amateur shot and a drop-dead pro-
fessional image isn’t huge. 
 But then you look closer.
 anyone can take a photo, sure, but the extraordinary 

shots, these are still rarefied air. They represent the 
confluence of exceptional technical ability and golden 
opportunity. hard work plus an artist’s eye. especially 
when it comes to wildlife photography, the difference 
between what the most talented photographers can capture 
and what the rest of us might find in the same moment…
it’s astonishing. 

w ildlife photogr aphy in the norther n rock ies 

W R i t t en by a l l en moR R is jon es

The arTisT’s eye  Part of the trick lies in knowing when to go, and where. 
When, at least in Montana, is pretty easy. early morning, late 
evening. autumn. nothing hits the emotional gong quite like 
fall in the northern rockies. Bugling elk, thick-furred coyotes, 
yellow aspens. Where to go, however, can be trickier. it takes 
experience, boots on the ground, knowledge of the landscape 
as well as the animals being photographed. 
 We went to three professional wildlife photographers 
in three different regions and asked them for some 
of their favorite shots, and (without pushing them 
to give away any secrets) some of their favorite 
locations as well. tips and tricks. 
 Wildlife in the northern rockies. 
It’s astonishing…

Tony bynum

Cow moose in Glacier national Park
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For the last 25 years or so, Don Jones has 
made his home base in troy, Montana. a stra-
tegic location, as it turns out. Whitetail deer, 
moose, elk, he’s not really sure how many 

digital images are in his files, but he reckons it’s over a quarter million. 
 he’s a photographer who resists a crowd, who enjoys the experience of 
being alone in the woods. and while his bread and butter, he says, are large 
animals, “you’re really hard pressed to photograph elk and moose by your-
self. With birds, though, you can find peace and solitude. From August to 
mid-December, i’m dedicated to big animals. But by the middle of December, 
i don’t know if i want to see fur any more. Birds refuel me.”
 Most of these images were shot in the Kootenai National Forest, just out 
his figurative back door. “It takes a while to learn a place,” he says. “I like to 
go somewhere repeatedly and really create a file.”
 Jones shoots with canon equipment, and for birds likes a 600 mm lens on 

a tripod. and for beginning photographers, he empha-
sizes the basics. “Composition is critical. Focus and 
metering. you’ve got to have it. When you’re shooting a 
static subject, and it’s always center focus, center focus, 
center focus, there’s no composition there. i’ve been in 
the editorial market for so long, i’m consciously think-
ing left or right spread, square format for calendars.” 
he also emphasizes doing the bulk of your work with 
the camera rather than the computer. “i think people 
pick up a camera to be photographers rather than com-
puter jocks.” 
 he’s been photographing wildlife for more than 25 
years, and says, “When you’re passionate about some-
thing, you’re persistent about it as well. i’m chasing my 
passion. i’m doing this for me.”

The birds of donald Jones

clockwise from Top lefT:  jones photo-
graphed a male spruce grouse performing an 
out-of-season mating dance. • a varied thrush 
was caught sneaking through oregon grape 
plants. jones said, “i find these birds to be very 
nervous and skittish … in this case, i was shoot-
ing from a ground blind.” • a steller’s jay was 
photographed from jones’s office window. “i’ve 
made it a point to build a wild area outside my 
office that birds are attracted to. i’ve seen nearly 
80 species of birds in the area.” • a great gray owl 
was photographed over a three day period, hunt-
ing in the early evenings. jones emphasized that 
the owl was not baited. “He caught a vole about 
15 feet in front of me.”
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Originally from san Diego, california, cindy goed-
del vacationed in yellowstone Park as a child. the 
daughter of an artist and a chemical engineer, she 
found digital photography in 2005. “it was really a 
blessing to learn the mechanics of the camera even 
while I was learning the computer and workflow. I’m 
obsessive. i jumped in with both feet.” 
 she now makes a portion of her living by guiding 
other photographers through the park. “i do three to 
four winter trips that are each 8 to 10 days long. that’s 
my busiest season. it’s really special. i do one or two 
fall trips. i do a spring trip. i only do summer if some-
body begs me. i take pro photographers who want the 
best chance to see the wildlife, and i take brand new 
beginners that want to get off program mode.” 
 For a photographer, of course, Yellowstone is a 
bucket list destination. and for goeddel, within the 
Park, Swan Lake Flats is her go-to destination. “It’s really 
special early in the morning because you can often walk 
down to the lake and have it to yourself. there can be 
howling wolves, or trumpeter swans, or grizzlies.”
 Having worked with so many different levels of 
photographers, goeddel has an uncommon perspec-
tive on common mistakes, on the errors that beginning 
photographers can make. “they don’t shoot on man-
ual,” she says. “and a lot of intermediates, as the wild-
life moves, they’re really busy just capturing it instead 
of looking ahead and anticipating.”
 in yellowstone, she encourages photographers to 
get away from their vehicles. “if you get a quarter mile 
off the road, you lose the crowds.” She also suggests 
that if you want to be serious about wildlife photog-
raphy, you need to study the animals. “you need to be 
able to anticipate what they’re going to do next.” 

clockwise from Top lefT: nothing says fall quite like a bugling 
bull elk. Goeddel photographed this one not far from mammoth 
Hot springs. • about photographing this coyote in yellowstone 
Park’s swan lake Flats, Goeddel said, “i love it that he’s not 
concerned with me. the intelligence in those eyes.” • an american 
pika, Goeddel said, paused with his “prize cutting before dashing 
to place it on his haystack.” • Pronghorn antelope can often 
be found on the northern edge of yellowstone. • three female 
harlequin ducks were photographed at leHardy Rapids on the 
yellowstone River. “yellow fall foliage,” Goeddel said, “with a blue 
sky created a wonderful mix of blue and gold just before sunset.”
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GlaCier naTional Park 
wiTh Ton Y bY n um

Originally from Washington, tony Bynum moved to 
east glacier more than 15 years ago, about the same time 
that he started building his photo portfolio. turns out, gla-
cier was exactly the right place to be. “there aren’t many 
well-known photographers who’ve spent a lot of time 
here,” he says. “this place is so remarkable and relatively 
unseen for most of the year. i thought i could tap into that.” 
 A hunter and a fisherman, Bynum’s inspiration for 
his photography has come from his passions for the out-
doors and for wildlife. “and then you add the demand 
to earn a living, you put those two things together and 
you’ve got something to go on.” 
 Within glacier, he tends to gravitate toward many of 
the most popular places, even while trying to avoid the 
crowds. he mentions Many glacier and logan Pass. “But 
the last couple of years, i haven’t put a lot of time into logan 
Pass. it’s becoming overrun. as a wildlife photographer, 
being outdoors with wildlife is part of the joy. When there 
are a lot of people around, i generally pull out. i spend 
most time there in the early spring and late fall when the 
traffic goes down and I can get into places I want to be.” 
 as a photographer, he emphasizes a certain kind of 
mindfulness. Patience and what he describes as a commit-
ment to time and observation. “if you take your time and 
move slowly, animals tend to act more naturally than if you 
run up and take a picture. What i’m after takes patience 
and self-restraint. the more you move around, the more 
the wildlife becomes affected by your movement.” 
 he likes nikon, and shoots at least a 400 mm lens. 
“Usually 400 to 600.” When he’s backpacking or working 
off trail, he’ll take a 500 mm lens. “The 600 is too big and the 
400 is not big enough.” For beginners, he emphasizes com-
position. “Postcard images, amateur style photography, is a 
picture of an animal on a rock. in professional images, there 
will be an expression, there will be something unique.” For 
his part, Bynum is intrigued by large landscapes and small 
wildlife. “it doesn’t sell well but it looks nice on the wall. if 
i could just shoot that i’d be happy.” 

laurafedrointeriors.com

opposiTe page, clockwise from Top: a Glacier national Park black 
bear sow and cub. For wildlife photographers, Glacier bears present a 
challenge insofar as visitors are required to maintain a distance of at 
least 100 yards. • action shots, such as this bull moose shaking water 
off its coat, mean balancing a fast shutter speed with the limitations 
of a telephoto lens. • bynum most enjoys photographing animals, like 
this mountain goat, as a small element within a larger landscape. 


